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encase has been used in court cases in
the u.s. and worldwide. it has been used
in the investigations of the unabomber
and paul bernhard, and was the main
tool used in the case against aldrich
ames. encase has been used by the doj
to create the world wide web data
warehousing project called the
electronic crime index (eci). encase
forensic professional is designed to be
very simple to use. if you have some
experience with other software, then it
is very simple to learn and use. the ease
of use is not just for novice forensic
analysts, it is also for the more
experienced, making this a great tool
for non-forensic professionals as well.
the software is very flexible, and has all
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the features you need without having to
spend a fortune on your purchase. for
example, you can purchase the files for
a few hundred dollars, or you can
purchase a subscription which is used to
upgrade to the latest version of the
product, and this is usually around
$1,000. i use a small hand drill and a
small drill bit (1/16 or so). i drill the
crack. once i have a hole, i fill it with
epoxy. then, i put it in a freezer for 30
minutes. this will help stop the crack
from going any further. i let it cure for a
few days before i try and remove it. the
epoxy will harden, but it will still be
flexible. i use a small craft stick. i drill
into the epoxy (with my drill) and pull it
out. i repeat the process. i use epoxy to
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fill the hole several times. once i feel the
crack is stopped, i finish the job. then, i
use a heat gun on the back side to help
seal the epoxy. if you have a slow cool
down time, you can use a hairdryer to
help speed up the process.
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OpenText EnCase Forensic finds digital
evidence no matter where it hides to

help law enforcement and government
agencies reduce case backlogs, close
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to deliver reliable investigation results.
For more than 20 years, investigators,
attorneys and judges around the world
have depended on EnCase Forensic as
the pioneer in digital forensic software
to deliver reliable investigation results.
For more than 20 years, investigators,
attorneys and judges around the world
have depended on EnCase Forensic as
the pioneer in digital forensic software
to deliver reliable investigation results.
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version of the product. It does not
include any mobile versions. The
product is currently available as a

Standalone application. There is no
need to download & install the Windows

or OSX version. Note: The original
application is based on the older version

4.0. Please follow this link for the
manual if you prefer the UI of version 4:
http://www.encase.com/encase/help_do

c/exd4/index.html 5ec8ef588b
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